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Youll also need to know that the Overlay process is almost identical to DVD player. You see the video image through your computer monitor or digital TV.
In the case of DVD, you also get sound. So when you remove a chapter on DVD, the chapter file is simply a still image but when you play the DVD, you get
the video along with the sound. You dont have to remove the chapter if you dont want to. On the other hand, if you want to be able to access the chapter
while playing the main movie, you can turn off the chapter (which is called Show Only) while playing the movie. Youll then need to transfer the files for the
Head unit from the download area onto your computer. For this tutorial, we will be using the phone files since those are what you will be following to get
your DVR setup. Ill also include some of the settings for the head unit and play this video to show you exactly what we are doing. Open up the at_setup
folder. Thats where you can find the files that will initialize the AV card when you start the unit. Copy the following files to a new folder on the USB drive
called AV_DEFAULT. You may also find AV_DEFAULT in the root of your DivX photo frame drive. The EXE file will store the AV serial number for this drive

and any other settings in the AV_DEFAULT folder, and the file does not need to be copied to the USB stick. All components in theatem switcher are
carefully selected with high quality components in mind.The software and OS are designed and optimized for windows and mac systems, so you don't

need any additional software or drivers to run. All ATEM models are also available with HDMIoutput connections, ideal for connecting to an HD monitor or
HD projector. All of the switches give you power and signal power to operate all of your cameras, and all models give you audio and video connections to

connect all of your media devices.
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Initially it seemed like the ball head was not securely attached to the BH-55 Panning Base (there
are a few small dimples on the base, but nothing obvious and you could easily miss them. As I

moved the ball head around, it felt like it was fairly unsteady and moving around too much.
Initially I tried to say that this could be attributed to tightening the lock knob too far. On the topic

of this, the ball head is so well made that it was surprisingly easy to just move the Ball Head
around with my hand (with some slight adjustment) until I found a happy place for where the balls

were pointing (this place was in the middle, or half way towards the bottom of the ring). Then it
was a matter of tightening the lock knob to my preferred amount of pressure to the base and re-

checking to make sure the balls were locked. These ball head tests are done on a non-rigid surface
(the table we have in the office doesn't take sideways pressure very well, but it does not matter as

long as your jiggling is not causing it to flex). Also, the photos were blown up to 800x600 and
saved as jpgs so the image quality is pretty good and the screen size was measured as being

1600x1200. The last few tests were done on a computer using a zoom feature of the photos. The
table we used is seen below in several photos. The clamps for the ball head are more than

sufficient for the 72lb capacity of the ball head, but if a clamp from another brand would also work
fine it would be better for the customer. If the base lock knob is tightened beyond it's

recommended range (it is far too small for a lot of people, and even more people are likely to use
a base that is loose) then the ball head will "float" on the tripod head. Over the weekend a

customer purchased a ball head with the same locking screw hole diameter, but 12mm instead of
8mm. When it was being put together the locking screw hole had been cut too far. In his words, "I

put the security-lock on too tight." 5ec8ef588b
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